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spin – for acoustic cello and
pre-recorded sounds (1996)
Douglas Knehans
(b. 1957)
Paul York, cello
Jennifer Jolley, laptop

...mist, memory, shadow... - for solo violin and strings (2007) (US Premiere)
WIRED String ensemble
Awadagin Pratt, conductor

drift – for solo oboe and string orchestra (2011) (World Premiere)
Dwight Parry, oboe solo
WIRED String ensemble
Awadagin Pratt, conductor

the other – for solo cello (2011) (World Premiere)
i. encased
ii. light
iii. dervish
Paul York, cello
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CCM has become an All-Steinway School through the kindness of its donors. A generous gift by Patricia A. Corbett in her estate plan has played a key role in making this a reality.